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General Comment
The entry for January included some AS students taking the exam for the ﬁrst time and some re-sit
candidates. There was evidence that candidates are coping well with allocation of sufﬁcient time for each
question, with most attempting a response to each of the ﬁve questions. It was interesting to note that
achievement was often not consistent across the ﬁve questions, with some candidates scoring in the
top band for one question and in the bottom band for another. For this exam, it is clearly important to
demonstrate a range of skills. Q4 proved to be the most challenging, with the most scope for improvement
in future series.

Question 1
This test of linguistic terminology produced the full range of achievement from zero to full marks. The
intention to elicit the term ‘passive voice’ was again thwarted! Candidates found other aspects of ‘Can all
sinks and loo’s be cleaned’ to comment on. Candidates were marked positively, however, rewarding any
observation showing linguistic knowledge, whether of form and structure or function.
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Examiner Comments
Provided the example could be interpreted as referring to one of the points made, a mark was
awarded, even if the candidate did not make it explicit. While the terminology ‘interrogative’ and
‘imperative’ is more precise for description of form, candidates achieved marks for the terms ‘question’
or ‘command / order’ to refer to functions. It is possible to gain two marks for commenting on both
form and function.

Examiner Tip
Remember to comment on the underlined words, not some other aspect of the extract. There was
understandable confusion between the terms ‘ellipsis’ and ‘elision’, but this lost candidates marks.
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Question 2
This question will remain constant and there was evidence that many candidates knew how to approach it.
Most understood the term ‘context’ to refer to the situational factors, as opposed to the language features
in the text. Many applied a useful framework for discussion of the aspects that had an impact on the
language use of the mode under discussion. As Q3 always asks candidates to focus on one group in more
detail, they should consider the mode of handwritten notes in general terms for this part of the exam. Good
exam practice would be to read all the questions before beginning to write their answers.

Examiner Comments
This brief response covered enough points to achieve a mid-band mark. There is a valid point about
three contextual factors: mode, purpose and audience, with a comment about the inﬂuence on
language use.

Examiner Tip
Try to cover a range of signiﬁcant contextual factors and explore some complexity in at least one. The
purpose, for example, is rarely ‘simply to convey a message’. The top mark band was awarded to those
aware that handwritten notes may fulﬁl various functions: providing information, giving instructions
and being sociable in the examples given.
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Question 3
This question focuses on one sub-group of texts, requiring some closer textual analysis than Q2. The
wording of the question varies slightly, so candidates should note which aspects to focus on. Any reasonable
comment about the purpose and relationship between writer and readers was credited. Some candidates
suggested (erroneously) that the relationship was between mother and children, for example; those
supporting this claim with evidence gained marks. Some candidates became distracted by the issue of the
physical location - where the notes were left and discussed evidence for a care home scenario.
The marks for AO2 reward awareness of concepts such as formality, explored precisely by some candidates
in terms of power, politeness, distance, though it is not necessary in a short response to discuss particular
theories.
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Examiner Comments
This response achieves a high top band, arguably leaving nothing to be added or extended.
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Question 4
This question asks candidates to apply skills of forensic linguistics, noticing unusual features of the language
use and drawing conclusions about the unstated (or ‘mystery’) aspects of its context. In this case, candidates
were asked to consider the writer, intended audience, purpose and location. Many linked informal features
with the youth of the writer; reference to longer life and weight loss with an older female audience; positive
catchy phrasing with a persuasive purpose. Surprisingly few picked up on the clue about foreign currency.
Top band for AO3 and AO2 marks were awarded to those very few candidates aware of the various
anomalies in the text. Even if the font does not look like handwriting, the insertion of extra words above
the line is an indication of the mode. Although using language associated with advertising, the reference to
‘sammy’ implies shared knowledge and thus a restricted audience.

Examiner Comments
This very brief response achieved a top band mark for AO2, but needed more textual analysis for a
higher mark at AO3.

Examiner Tip
Candidates should treat the mystery text in this question as data containing evidence. The notion
of idiolect is a useful starting point and many candidates noted distinctive language use such as the
phrase ‘sheer bliss’, combined with the informal emoticon and a bafﬂing reference to ‘sammy’ without
an initial capital letter. They should seize upon such features as clues and investigate further, rather
than note them and pass on without comment.
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Question 5
The texts shared a work context, but differed in purposes and rapport between participants as well as in
mode. Most candidates approach this question appropriately with a focus on presentation of self, using
textual analysis in support of these primary points, rather than an exercise in itself. Although there were
four speakers and writers involved in these texts, candidates correctly dealt with the two writers of Text
A as similar: young friends in a fairly close, humorous relationship. In contrast, the speakers in Text B were
operating on a more distant, polite, professional way and were probably older. It was not necessary to
analyse each individual in detail, but many made interesting observations about the relative status of, for
example, the garage owner and customer.
AO1 marks are awarded for clarity and precision of expression, including the use of appropriate terminology.
This aspect was generally pleasing with few candidates falling into the bottom band.
AO2 marks reward candidates’ explicit discussion of presentation of self and their awareness of concepts
and/or theories. Candidates bring an informal understanding of language use to their A Level studies, so are
intuitively aware that Text A involves young friends and Text B individuals in a more formal encounter. For
higher band marks, they should display linguistic study: theories of face and positive/negative politeness
proved useful to candidates in their comparison between the two exchanges. Although Grice’s co-operative
maxims are not always relevant, candidates used the maxim of relevance to support their points about
the random, changing topics of Text A, versus the single developed subject of Text B. Without explicitly
mentioning the term ‘discourse’, it was pleasing to see many candidates commenting on the overall
structure of texts. Reference to gender theories tends to be a problem. Candidates should ensure that
they a) summarise the theory accurately b) apply it critically, aware, for example, that Lakoff’s theories
were informal hypotheses not actually backed up by any research or hard data. A critical understanding of
concepts and theories is required for the top band.
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Examiner Comments
A fascinating, thoughtful analysis, gaining top band marks for AO2. Each point representation of self
is supported by textual reference, but the whole response lacks enough detailed analysis to gain more
than a high mid-band mark for AO3. AO1 expression is exemplary, despite inevitable slips of the pen
under exam conditions.
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AO3 marks are awarded for detailed supporting analysis of the two texts. Most candidates divided their
time appropriately between the two texts. There can be a link between performance at AO2 and AO3: if
candidates have not focussed on presentation of self, but a comparison of spoken language v electronic
language, their analysis of texts falls into a lower band ‘identiﬁes a few distinctive features of each text’.
Candidates achieve the mid-band of marks for AO3, provided they identify ‘some relevant features’. The
higher bands are awarded for more detailed analysis that moves beyond lexis to grammar or discourse.
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Examiner Comments
This candidate provides analysis of a range of key constituents of language, achieving top band for
AO3, though discussion of presentation of self does not quite reach top band.

Examiner Tip
Make sure the initial focus is on presentation of self, perhaps by opening with a paraphrase of ‘The
speakers / writers in text x present themselves as …’. Try to explain and develop your points with some
subtlety; not a simple world inhabited by people who are either young / old; female / male; friendly /
polite; educated / uneducated; etc. Use linguistic concepts and terms, as well as informal comments,
such as ‘laid-back’. Remember to support such points with evidence from the text and display
knowledge of precise linguistic terminology from a range of language levels. Ensure there is some
explicit comparison, by signalling this clearly as you move from Text A to B, with a phrase such as ‘In
comparison’.
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Grade Boundaries
Paper No.

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

N

6EN01/01

100

71

63

55

48

41

34

Note: Grade boundaries may vary from year to year and from subject to subject, depending on the demands
of the question paper.
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